[Neurogenesis in the adult brain: the demise of a dogma and the advent of new treatments].
Since the early sixties, many concepts concerning neurogenesis have been progressively ruled out. Proof of the persistence of a physiological neurogenesis in adult mammals, including humans, raised the concept of a unique precursor cell giving birth to neurons and glial cells. According to this concept, a real continuum between neuroepithelial cells, radial glia and astrocytes exists from the embryonic period to adult age and generates both neurons and glial cells. Different factors, either secreted in situ or transported by blood, can influence this physiological neurogenesis process. The targets and role of newborn neurons are not clearly understood. In pathological conditions (ischemia, epilepsy, lesions), the physiological neurogenesis process is enhanced; however the significance of this neurogenesis excess (beneficial or deleterious) is not completely known. Advances in understanding the regulation of neurogenesis in these different conditions represent hopes of new therapeutic procedures, not only by improving the control of differentiation and survival of transplanted stem cells, but also by the possibility of modifying the processes of "endogenous neurogenesis".